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B U S I N E S S  A P P L I C A T I O N S  D E E P  D I V E

Microsoft Ignite 

Major 
Announcements



HEL P EVERYONE DO MORE WI TH L ESS

Shifting business priorities









Customer Service



Context IQ: 
AI, automation and 
collaboration enable a 
contextual customer service 
experience



Beyond 

Organization*

Component 

Supplier

Multi-directional Ticket 

Exchange

Support

Swarming

Product 

Engineers

Organization

Collaborate by harnessing the 
expertise across the organisation

Contact Center

Supervisor / 

Experts

Peers

Microsoft Teams to power real-time 

collaboration within and across 

organisational boundaries.

AI to easily manage context, create 

knowledge, recommend, and tag 

skills.

Leveraging the Power Platform to 

enable low code no code integrations 

across various case management 

systems.

Microsoft’s approach to data security 

and ownership.



Embedded Teams chat in Dynamics 365
COL L ABORATE WITH COL L EAGUES ,  SUPERVISORS  TO 
ACCEL ERATE I SSUE RESOL UTI ON

Embedded Teams

Connect with key contacts and AI-

suggested colleagues.

Join chats linked to records and 

preserve context.

Facilitate seamless case transfers by 

enabling new agent.

Enable subject matter experts 

handling case escalation to view 

and participate in relevant 

conversations



Share context with embedded Teams chat
ACCEL ERATE ISSUE RESOL UTION WITH AUTO - GENERATED 
STRUCTURED CONVERSATI ON SUMMARY

Share context from customer 

conversation with chat participants 

as part of embedded Teams chat 

initiation

Context includes summary of 

customer issue and result of 

resolution tried by the agent

Auto-generated summary 



Bring together talent by creating a 
support swarm

Engage the best expert based on skills, 

availability and reputation 

Alert relevant experts across Microsoft 

Teams with notifications

Use a single interface for swarm 

conversations and leverage smart 

capabilities to curate insights and 

automate actions 

Suggested skill criteriaSuggested participants

Reason for swarm request



Microsoft Digital Contact Centre Platform
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO DEL IVER OUTSTANDING STUDENT 
ENGAGEMENT ACROSS  AL L  CHANNEL S

Unified 

Routing

Insights & 

Analytics

Student Data 

Platform

Student Journey 

Orchestration

Voice

SMS

IVR & Bots

Chat

Email

Portals

Social

Case 

Management

AI suggestions

Agent scripts

Speech to text

Macros

Smart assist

Teams Collaboration

Real-time transcription 

& translation

Real-time sentiment 

analysis

Knowledge 

Management

Digital Contact

Center

Biometric 

Authentication &  

Fraud Prevention

Predictive 

Targeting



Marketing



Key themes
- Enable moments-based marketing with real-time 

journey orchestration.

- Leverage the power of data and AI to market at scale 

and achieve higher levels of marketing maturity.

- Embrace personalised content to grow your student 

interactions.



Use natural language to create segments in 

real-time marketing







Drive engagement at scale with audience-

specific content



Create conditional content





Increase student engagement with QR codes in 

emails





Easily manage content across multiple brands









Boost your creativity with AI-powered email 

content ideas







Sales / Student 

Recruitment



Viva Sales:
Bring together your CRM, 
Microsoft 365, and Teams to 
take the busy work out of 
your student recruitment 
team.



Easily capture data into 

the CRM and use AI to 

help recruitment team 

connect with students
System of productivity System of record

CRM
Viva Sales



Capture student data 

automatically

Tag and record ambient 

information

Sync data to CRM easily

Stay in the flow of your work

Capture student data automatically



Capture student data 

automatically

Tag and record ambient 

information

Sync data to CRM easily

Stay in the flow of your work

See all the related contacts for each account 

you’re navigating



Capture student data 

automatically

Tag and record ambient 

information

Sync data to CRM easily

Stay in the flow of your work

Track email back to CRM



Contacts, Accounts, and 

Opportunities

Rich adaptive cards to stay 

productive and collaborate 

effectively

Teams and Outlook message 

extension <…> for quick access

Single sign-on across Outlook 

and Teams keeps you in the 

flow of your work Copy CRM entities in your flow of work

Share with rich adaptive cards



Contacts, Accounts, and 

Opportunities

Rich adaptive cards to stay 

productive and collaborate 

effectively

Teams and Outlook message 

extension <…> for quick access

Single sign-on across Outlook 

and Teams keeps you in the 

flow of your work Quick access to recently used entities in the 

Teams message extension



Easily record and transcribe 

meetings

Surface key topics 

automatically with AI 

Search and translate transcripts 

Let AI help you have more 

effective sales calls

Get caught up in the conversation and use 

the searchable transcript for reference



Easily record and transcribe 

meetings

Surface key topics 

automatically with AI 

Search and translate transcripts 

Let AI help you have more 

effective sales calls

Follow-up effectively through action items



Easily record and transcribe 

meetings

Surface key topics 

automatically with AI 

Search and translate transcripts 

Let AI help you have more 

effective sales calls

Use AI driven sentiment analysis to review 

the success of every conversation and call



Automate step-by-step activities for student 

recruitment team with sequencing



Identify the best and most efficient channels to engage

A/B test sequences to compare performance



Power Platform





Power Pages addresses four key scenarios

Community Services

Reach and serve students at scale, providing 

community services such as incident and 

outage reporting.

Student Self-Services

Provide 24/7 student self-services such as 

event registration, support inquiries, 

appointments, and bookings. 

FAQ Sites

Provide answers to common questions about 

class, services, special events, facilities, and 

procedures.

Partner Engagement 

Streamline business processes with 

partners, such as sustainability tracking, 

inquiry management, and partner support.



Microsoft Confidential



https://aka.ms/DescriptionToFlowDoc

https://aka.ms/DescriptionToFlowDoc


https://aka.ms/FormatDataByExamplesDoc

https://aka.ms/FormatDataByExamplesDoc




AI Builder capabilities

Process forms and 
structured documents

Unstructured documents

Recognize text (OCR)

Process invoices and 
receipts

Process passports and 
U.S. driver’s licenses

Process business cards

Categorize text

Extract entities

Extract key 
phrases

Detect language

Analyze 
sentiment

Translate

Detect objects

Classify images

Describe an image



164 languages in text recognition

→ Upload a PDF or image and extract all text 

in them

→ Handwritten text detection for 9 

languages: English, Chinese (Simplified), 

French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 

Portuguese and Spanish



Unstructured documents

→ Support for unstructured documents in 

addition to structured, semi-structured 

ones already supported.

→ Automate data extraction from contracts, 

statement of works, letters and other 

unstructured documents.

→ Same no-code interface loved by users.





Thank you


